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A) Choose the correct word between brackets:  (24M) 
1. I didn't know a crab could climb a tree ( as soon as – until ) I read it in a book. 

2. ( When – Before ) the Coconut Crab gets hungry, it climbs up a palm tree. 

3. The Coconut Crab starts eating ( before – as soon as ) it picks the coconut. 

4. I'll come out with you ( after – until ) I finish work at 5 o'clock. 

5. I'd never seen her ( after – before ) I met her at the conference. 

6. I'll phone you ( until – when ) I get to the station at 4 o'clock. 

7. ( As soon as – Until ) the chick comes out of the egg, it's kept warm by the mother chicken. 

8. ( Before – When ) the chick is four weeks old. It starts to grow more quickly. 

9. ( Until – As soon as ) the young chicken lays its first egg, it becomes an adult. 

10. ( After – Before) the chicken is old, it lays many eggs. 

11. ( After – Before ) the chicken gets old, it rarely lays an egg. 

12. ( association – acronyms ) is a good way to remember lists or a sequence of items. 

B) Choose the correct answer a, b or c to complete the following dialogue. (8M) 
13. Richard: If we take the emergency blanket, we will ………….. warm at night. 

                                      a. are   b. were   c. be 

14. Tom: Yes, that true. I agree. 
     Henry: OK. So we’re ……………… take the emergency blanket  

                                      a. going to             b. will              c. would 

15.Tom: …………… I write it down? 

                                     a. Am                        b. Will              c. Shall 

16.Tom: I don't ……………… the matches are necessary if we take the torch and batteries. 

                                     a. think                       b. thought   c. thinking 

17. Henry: That's true. I'll cross …………….. off our list. 

                                     a. they           b. them   c. their 

C) Write the missing word in each space. (14M) 
18. I am spending …………. much time on the computer.  

19. I had an argument ………….. my best friend.  

20. The weather ………….. bad, so we are not going to the beach.  

21. If I ………….. you, I’d apologize to the teacher for being so impolite.  

22. If I got some money for my birthday, I ………… save up for a new CD player.  

23. Hussein found ………….. large stick.  

24. Can you call me ………….. dinner is ready? 



 

D) Complete each item in column (A) with the correct choice from column (B). (8M)  
B A 

(a) brought the drink of coffee to Europe 25. If you told me a secret ….. 

(b) when you start something new. 26. Lightning can strike you ….. 
(c) when you are indoors. 27. The trade between Venice, Italy and Egypt …. 

(d) I wouldn't tell anyone.  28. Addicts can even become violent ….. 

(e) if they are unable to play  
 

28 27 26 25 

    

E) Choose the correct tense between brackets:   (26M) 
29. What ( are you going to – will you ) do when you finish school? 

30. Amal is very good at science. I think she ( will – is going to ) be a famous doctor one 

day. 

31. I'm sure it ( isn't going to – won't ) rain. The sky looks clearer now. 

32. I’ve decided – I ( am going to – will ) study French next year, as well as Biology 

33. I speak German. ( Shall I – I will ) teach you? 

34. ( I’ll – Shall I ) do the shopping for you. 

35. Shall I ( gave – give ) you a lift to the station? 

36. If I speak only English for a week, my English will ( improve – improved ). 

37. If we ( don’t – didn’t ) hurry up, we won’t get to school on time. 

38. If he ( doesn't – didn't ) feel well, he won't go to school. 

39. If I ( get – got ) some money for my birthday, I’d save up for a new tablet. 
40. If my brother ( lends – lent ) me his games. I wouldn't have to buy them myself. 
41. I've forgotten  my ruler. Don't worry (Shall I – I'll) give you mine. 
 

F) Write the questions. (20M) 

 
42. A: …………………………………………………? 
      B: I'm going to the library after school 
 
43. A: …………………………………………………? 
      B: The library is near my school 

G) Write the answers. 
44. A: What's your favorite subject? 
 
      B: ......................................................................................? 
45. A: Why do you like it? 
 
      B: .....................................................................................? 
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